2000 nissan quest fuel pump

Before replacing the fuel pump, make sure the fuse to the pump is good and the relay is
working. If there are two identical number relays in the relay box, switch the relays. Some years
are the same. If not, test the relay by putting power to the switch side of the relay and ground
the side marked for ground; it should click as it activates. If not, replace it. If the fuse and the
relay are good, disconnect the harness at the fuel pump and have a helper toggle the ignition
switch on and off every 5 seconds and check the harness for power. If there is no power, there
is a problem with the wiring to the pump or a security problem with the alarm. To remove the
fuel pump, raise and support the vehicle on jack stands. Remove the hose clamps on the fuel
filler tube and the overflow smaller hose. Remove the harness connector to the fuel pump.
Support the fuel tank and remove the bolts holding the straps around the fuel tank. Bend the
straps out of the way, lower the fuel tank and work the filler hose off the neck on the tank as its
lowered. Bring it down just enough to remove the fuel pump hoses on the top of the tank. Lower
it the rest of the way and remove it from under the vehicle. Using a hammer and screwdriver, tap
the fuel pump cap loose and remove it. Remove the fuel pump carefully so as not to damage the
fuel sending unit inside the tank. As the fuel pump is removed from the tank, tip it enough to get
the sending unit out. Pull the electrical connectors off the fuel pump and loosen the clamp on
the short 1-inch hose. Lift the pump up slightly in its housing. Pull the bottom of the pump
outward and then down, pulling it out of the hose. Install the new fuel pump with a new hose
and base rubber gasket that it sits on. Line the top of the hose with the tube that it fits on and
push upward, forcing the hose on the tube. While pushing upward, also push the bottom of the
fuel pump in and seat it in the housing on top of the rubber gasket. Install the plastic clamps to
the short hose and tighten them. Install the electrical connectors in the right polarity. Install the
new filter to the bottom of the fuel pump. Install the new seal to the top opening in the tank and
insert the fuel pump. Be careful with the sending unit on the fuel pump. Do not bend or distort it,
or the fuel gauge will not function. Tip the fuel pump as it is installed to get the sender in.
Situate the pump correctly so that the hoses are pointed in the same direction they were when
they came off. Install the cap over the fuel pump and screw it on. Raise the tank and connect the
fuel lines. Install the metal straps and insert the bolts to hold it in. Connect the harness
connector to the fuel pump and tighten the clamps on the filler and overflow hoses. Don
Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines since He has
owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience as a master
ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and was an
officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours
Vietnam. Installing the New Fuel Pump Install the new fuel pump with a new hose and base
rubber gasket that it sits on. Writer Bio Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and
several online magazines since The distinguishing charm of a high-class Nissan is the
embodiment of first-rate proficiency, form and function. World-class capacity and engine
performance rely on outstanding components and accessories. By allowing your engine to burn
fuel more completely, performance parts increase horsepower while lowering excess gas
consumption. Your vehicle's Nissan Quest Fuel Pump is a piece of equipment that operates to
shift gasoline from the reservoir into the engine. A Fuel Pump pumps air the fuel system to
move fuel out of the gas tank to the motor. Because electronic precision injectors have almost
completely superseded old-fashioned carburetion mechanisms, modern Fuel Pumps have to
move fuel under pressure; they are therefore electronic. Fuel Pumps are installed inside the fuel
reservoir; since liquid fuel isn't flammable, this is the optimal location for installation. The Fuel
Pump helps force gas from the fuel tank to your car's motor, where it's combined with oxygen
for combustion within the cylinders. Your Nissan is a beautiful machine, and you can help it to
keep on running strong with our collection of outstanding automotive parts from PartsGeek.
They are available for the following Nissan Quest years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 17, 16, 15,
14, 13, 12, 11, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, This part is also sometimes
called Nissan Quest Gas Pumps. My fuel pump worked very,very well. I am very happy with your
product and the fast mailing as well. Now I'm back on the road to my doctor appointments. I got
my fuel pump in record time which was great. The install was very easy and the fuel pump was a
exact fit for my van. Thanks you Price was just right Delphi fuel pump fit in perfectly. Works
great so far. Good price,Ok shipping. I'm satisfied. New fuel pump is a different shape from
original pump. This different shape required several modifications to the existing bracket and
wiring. I am very disappointed with this product as supplied. Would NOT recommend this
purchase. Was made considerably more difficult due to lack of instructions. Autobest is not
best! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge.

Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Bosch Fuel Pump.
Package Contents 1 Module Assembly. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves
upon ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch
Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards as our
OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually
eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate under
extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended service life
All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest quality and
performance. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Features: Meet or exceed OE specifications. Product SKU:
W Please refer to the Factory Service Information. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Autobest F Electric
Fuel Pump. API Fuel Pump. Product SKU: Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part.
Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps are made with all new materials under rigorous quality
controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps deliver
optimum performance while providing long life. Carter Fuel Systems replacement Electric
Pumps consistently deliver fuel at the precise pressure and flow rate the vehicle demands.
Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is
the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the
replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump.
Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier
to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part,
comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float
retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application. TYC Fuel Pump. Read more reviews. Reviewer: pumpt works intermittently and
don't know whetever it's the pump or an electircal problem. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Notes
Nissan Quest. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Nissan Quest. Catalog: A. Vehicle Nissan Quest.
Catalog: H. Catalog: P. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle
Notes Nissan Quest. Catalog: C. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built
to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and
guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical
system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested
and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping Fitment Information:. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: N. Would you like to
sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester
Adapter. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Pump Tank Seal.
Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Screen. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Vapor
Pressure Sensor Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and
Hardware. Action Crash. Brute Power. DIY Solutions. Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop
By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Airtex E Electric Fuel Pump. Brock Fuel Pump. Product Remark:
with Installation Kit. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Denso Fuel Pump. Product List
Price:. Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit for easy installation. OE connections and fittings.
The high output turbine delivers fuel with minimal pressure pulsation for quieter operation.
Ultra-high balanced armature to minimize noise and vibration. High pressure check valve
provides superior hot fuel handling characteristics. The brushes are designed for durability,
efficiency, and low-resistance operation. High quality relief valve to protect the fuel delivery
system. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Denso Electric Fuel Pump. Brute Power
Electric Fuel Pump. Autobest Electric Fuel Pump. Autobest F Electric Fuel Pump. Quality:

Premium - High quality new replacement part. Notes: Electric Fuel Pump -- Fuel tank
contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of
contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before
installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years.
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards
Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick engine starts and to avoid low-fuel
hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of Delphi's innovative design and durability
Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application Restores fast pressure performance and system
integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy. Features: Bosch "Better than OE
design", improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of
the vehicle Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and
reduces hot-start problems Electromagnetic shielding prevents on-board electronic interference
from fuel pump Designed to operate under extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions
while maintaining an extended service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested
in order to ensure highest quality and performance. Kyosan Fuel Pump. Features:
OE-Equivalent electric fuel pump. Direct fit for easy installation. Highly efficient turbine design.
Designed for quieter operation. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps are made with all new
materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality
Carter Electric Fuel Pumps deliver optimum performance while providing long life. Carter Fuel
Systems replacement Electric Pumps consistently deliver fuel at the precise pressure and flow
rate the vehicle demands. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Spectra Premium Electric Fuel
Pump. Autobest F August 22nd, Posted by pumpt works intermittently and don't know whetever
it's the pump or an electircal problem. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Nissan Quest. Catalog: B.
Catalog: K. Vehicle Nissan Quest. Catalog: A. Catalog: T. Catalog: N. Catalog: Q. Catalog: D.
Vehicle Notes Nissan Quest. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to
Delphi's OE standards Designed to operate under extreme temperatures with quick engine
starts and to avoid low-fuel hesitation Improved pump performance as a result of Delphi's
innovative design and durability Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Restores fast pressure
performance and system integrity, translating to better pumping through less energy Position:
In-Tank Condition: New Position s In-Tank Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Engine Notes Nissan Quest. For more information go to For your vehicle to perform at
its best, the Nissan fuel pump must provide a steady flow of fuel, and maintain a consistent
level of pressure in the fuel system. The Nissan fuel pump is usually located inside the fuel
tank, and is a very reliable vehicle component, performing its function efficiently for a good
many miles. However, as time passes and many miles are traveled by your vehicle, the Nissan
fuel pump, like all vehicle parts, is subject to the wear and tear that comes with everyday use,
and can eventually fail. The Nissan fuel pump rarely fails suddenly, often giving a number of
warning signs as it begins to malfunction, giving you time to address the problem before it fails
if you recognize the symptoms of imminent failure. Some signs that can give warning of trouble
brewing with the Nissan fuel pump include rough idling, vehicle hesitation, engine misfire,
excess exhaust emissions, and increased fuel consumption. All of these symptoms have a
detrimental effect on the performance of your vehicle, robbing the engine of power. If you have
noticed such symptoms in your vehicle, and are in need of a new Nissan fuel pump, replacing it
is a reasonably simple job for the do it yourself type, avoiding the high cost of labor you would
pay at a dealership to have the same job done. You will save more if you choose your
replacement from the selection of quality Nissan fuel pump replacements available at great low
prices in our user-friendly online catalog. Ordering is quick and easy on our secure site, or our
convenient toll-free phone line can take your Nissan fuel pump order as well. If your Nissan fuel
pump is not delivering enough fuel pressure and volume to the engine, you will have a hard
time starting or running the vehicle properly. When the fuel pump goes bad, you have two
scenarios: low fuel pressure or no fuel pressure at all. Both will either leave you stalled in the
middle of the road or unable to leave the garage at all. There are other problems that could arise
from a bad fuel pump. The good news is that it's not that hard to troubleshoot. Below are some
tips that might be of help to you:. A dead fuel pump can prevent the engine from starting.
However, this can also be a result of a problem in the ignition system or a broken engine part
like the timing belt. If there is no problem with either the engine or the ignition system, then it's
really your Nissan fuel pump. You could confirm this by first checking the spark. Do this by
connecting a spark plug tester while the engine is cranking. You should be able to see a series

of sparks if the ignition is fine. Check the engine for any damaged parts or if the timing belt is
broken. If everything in the engine and ignition system is fine, then a lack of fuel is what you
might be dealing with. When the engine is cranking, you should hear the fuel pump making
noise -- which means it is working fine. One of the early signs of a fuel pump problem will come
when you are driving your vehicle at a constant high speed. Your vehicle will run well for a
certain miles and then begin to jerk and sputter for a mile or two; and then return to normal. In
some cases, that would be the correct assumption. However, a fatigued Nissan fuel pump can
also be the culprit. This happens when the fuel pump struggles to supply a constant stream of
fuel to the engine with the right pressure. Loss of pressure will cause the engine to sputter. This
symptom is almost the same as engine sputtering except you will experience it when
accelerating from a stop. Initially, your vehicle will move before making noises and starting to
jerk around as if it is going to stall. It will eventually continue to accelerate smoothly. What
happens here is that there is an increased in demand for fuel by the engine as the vehicle
accelerates. But, with the fuel pump malfunctioning, it cannot maintain the right amount of
pressure required to deliver the fuel in a steady manner. This will result to the engine having
improperly mixed fuel and air; thereby, losing power. When you are traversing uphill roads or
hauling a lot of loads in your vehicle, it's causing a lot of stress to the vehicle. When you
encounter sudden loss of power while completing these tasks, you will need to check the fuel
pump. In general, the fuel pump even an old one should be able to maintain a steady stream of
fuel and pressure when operating. But, if the pump is damaged, it will be unable to keep up with
the demands of even normal operations, leading to power loss. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Nissan Fuel Pump. Refine by:.
Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included.
Product Fit. Shop Nissan Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: M Product Details Notes
: Fuel pump motor; 1. Part Number: RN Vehicle Fitment - Nissan Base 4 Cyl 1. Page 1 of 11
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Nissan Fuel Pump Models. Nissan SX Fuel Pump. Nissan Z Fuel
Pump. Nissan ZX Fuel Pump. Nissan Pickup Fuel Pump. Nissan Altima Fuel Pump. Nissan
Armada Fuel Pump. Nissan Axxess Fuel Pump. Nissan B Fuel Pump. Nissan Bluebird Fuel
Pump. Nissan Cube Fuel Pump. Nissan D21 Fuel Pump. Nissan F10 Fuel Pump. Nissan Frontier
Fuel Pump. Nissan Maxima Fuel Pump. Nissan Micra Fuel Pump. Nissan Multi Fuel Pump.
Nissan Murano Fuel Pump. Nissan NV Fuel Pump. Nissan NX Fuel Pump. Nissan Pathfinder Fuel
Pump. Nissan Pathfinder Armada Fuel Pump. Nissan Patrol Fuel Pump. Nissan Pulsar Fuel
Pump. Nissan Quest Fuel Pump. Nissan Rogue Fuel Pump. Nissan Rogue Select Fuel Pump.
Nissan Sentra Fuel Pump. Nissan Stanza Fuel Pump. Nissan Titan Fuel Pump. Nissan Versa
Fuel Pump. Nissan Versa Note Fuel Pump. Nissan X-Trail Fuel Pump. Nissan Xterra Fuel Pump.
Nissan Fuel Pump Customer Reviews. Dec 29, As advertised. Part fit perfe
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ctly. Connector modification was all that was required and included the extra parts. Thank you
for low price and fast shipping. Seth Garcia. Purchased on Dec 10, Dec 20, Subaru parts. The
right part. Good to find another source of parts for my rare '91 Subaru Justy. The car started on
the first try after sitting for 12 years!!! Norbert J Neel Neel. Purchased on Nov 28, Nov 28,
Perfect part. Was so happy to receive the correct part. Shipping was fast arrived on due date.
Thank you for making this repair easy. Jerry Young. Purchased on Nov 12, Nissan Fuel Pump
Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. You might be surprised to find out how many issues
can potentially prevent your car from starting. And consult the previous article in this series
regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand how both continuous and returnless fuel
systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

